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executive summary

• Why entrepreneurship? This analysis is designed to identify
innovative and productive entrepreneurship that can promote
economic growth, job creation, sustainability, and quality of life.
• Why GEM? Participation in GEM brings Canadian data into a rich
international context of policies and circumstances. Uniquely,
GEM paints a portrait of the individual entrepreneur, attitudes
and activities and aspirations.

ATTITUDES
• The Canadian environment and culture for entrepreneurship is
healthy. 60% or more of Canadians believe entrepreneurship is a
good career choice, believe successful entrepreneurs enjoy high
social status, and report that the media give entrepreneurs good
coverage. Nearly 60% believe good entrepreneurship
opportunities exist in the next six months and almost 50% believe
they have the skills and knowledge to be entrepreneurs. Only 37%
say they are prevented by fear of failure (fewer than in any G7
country except the US at 35%).

1

ACTIVITY
• Canada is a leader in early stage entrepreneurial activity. The sum
of those in the process of new business start-up and owner/
managers of new business less than 3.5 year old, the GEM total
early stage entrepreneurship, TEA, rate is 12.2% of the working
age population. This rate is virtually equal to the long-term leader,
the US, at 12.7% and higher than other G7 and all other major
industrialize countries described as innovation driven economies.
- Start-up may be a career choice made from necessity when other
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options are closed. However, Canadian entrepreneurs report

		

following an opportunity instead by a ratio of almost 7:1. The

		

ratio of men to women is close to 3:2, indicating participation by

		

women above that of other G7 countries except the US. This does,

		

clearly, leave room for growth in women’s entrepreneurship.

- Owner/managers of established business over 3.5 years old
		

represented 8.4 % of respondents, also a value higher than other

		

G7 countries. Canada led the G7 group in the rate (5.7%) of those

		

who participated in informal investment in new businesses.

executive summary

ASPIRATIONS
• Signals of productive entrepreneurship and innovation are
aspirations for high growth, introduction of new products, and
significant export orientation.  Twenty-two percent of the TEA
group reported a target of at least 10 jobs and 50% growth in five
years. Thirty-two percent offered a new product, and 15% expected
out of country sales above 25% of customers.
• The new firms are classified in four sectors: extractive (e.g.
agriculture, mining), transformative (e.g. manufacturing),
business oriented services. And consumer oriented services.
Canada stands out for a level (>40%) of entrepreneurial activity
in the business oriented sector. Recent innovation literature has
called attention to the importance of knowledge intensive

2

business services. Canada is also lower in consumer oriented
services (<35%) than other G7 countries except Italy. Along with a
healthy level of activity in transformative sectors, this profile
suggests growth and innovation orientation.
• The new firms in Canada (32%) and the US (34%) lead the G7 in
orientation to new markets. New firms dependent on high or
medium technology are not prominent anywhere in the G&, but
Japan leads with 12% to Canada’s 8.7%.

DEMOGRAPHICS
• The age distribution of Canadian early stage entrepreneurship
emphasizes young adults. The peak of activity (18%) is in the
25 – 34 age group. In most countries the activity peak is in the
35 – 54 age range, with declines thereafter. The Canadian TEA
falls to about 5% at retirement age. The Canada survey
supplemented the international sample with seniors to age 99.
The senior TEA is 2.7%.
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• Education attainment of early stage entrepreneur respondents
varies moderately from a lower share in the ‘some secondary’
to ‘secondary diploma’ with a strong peak among holders of an
‘undergraduate degree’ (12.5%). It is interesting that the frequency
of the established business owner/manager role increased
smoothly with increasing education.
• TEA by gender was mentioned above. The share of women
entrepreneurs has risen since the last (2003) full GEM Canada
report. A notable aspect of entrepreneurship by women is a
greater focus on the consumer services sector. In contrast, there is
no evidence for a gender gap in use of technology.
• First generation immigrants in Canada undertake entrepreneurial
activity at a somewhat greater rate than the general population,
but the rate for 2nd generation is lower.

THE STAGES OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP
The entrepreneurial process proceeds in five stages, not
3

necessarily linearly. Canada data are quoted for each as identified
“My worst day at work as
an entrepreneur is better
than my best day ever was
as an employee.”
Craig Rowe
Founder & CEO
Clear Risk Inc.
St. John’s, NL
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in the year’s survey. Entrepreneurship begins from intentions
(17% of respondents) to early stage activity (12%). Some become
established businesses after 3.5 years (8%), and some close (2%)
and some owners sell to new owners who continue the business
(3%). The excess of start-ups over established businesses reminds
us of the risks of entrepreneurships.

THE FRAMEWORK CONDITIONS FOR
ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN CANADA

executive summary

The experts surveyed evaluated eighteen themes with four
or more statements to apprise in each on a five point scale
from ‘completely true’ (5) to ‘completely false’ (0). Each statement
characterized a condition favourable to entrepreneurship. Scores
above three suggest conditions in Canada are acceptable. Scores
below three identify problems. The highest average scores for
themes were for: physical infrastructure, support for women to
start-up and interest in innovation. (3.84 to 3.40). The lowest
were for: ability and knowledge to start-up, R&D transfer, IP
rights, and Finance (2.15 – 2.53).

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
• A preliminary analysis of data by participating provinces shows
significant differences in entrepreneurial activity between
provinces with resource based economies and those with
manufacturing based economies.

4

• An analysis of data for Canadian entrepreneurs’ interaction with
NAFTA partners demonstrates significant export to and sourcing
from the US. Data reveal little trade with Mexico, but intermediary
firms in the transactions may hide the significant interactions.   
• A discussion of conclusions and implications led to the
recommendations.

GEM Canada Report 2013

recommendations
1. Government policies need to be reviewed to explicitly
prioritize small and growing firms, especially those with
innovation and growth potential.
2. Government procurement should be a tool for development
of young innovative firms. Collaboration of major
government agencies (e.g. health systems) with local
innovative firms should be a policy target.
3. Programs of ‘red tape reduction’ that specifically facilitate
emergence and growth of innovative young firms should be a
priority.
4. Promote introduction of activities that foster entrepreneurial
attitudes in a wide range of secondary and post-secondary
educational settings, not limited to business programs.
5. Canada needs a uniquely Canadian innovation strategy,
taking the complexity and richness of the Canadian
innovation system seriously.

5

6. Every entrepreneur is a potential innovator, the initiative
implies some new idea, and we need to understand the
relationship better.
7. Experts identify improvement in the framework conditions
for women entrepreneurs but not yet gender equality.
Increase in entrepreneurship activity by women correlates
with emergence of Canadian leadership. Continued policy
attention to the framework conditions for women should be
a priority.
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1.1. WHY ENTREPRENEURSHIP?

1. Introduction

CANADA, ENTREPRENEURSHIP, AND GEM
The last widely distributed Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM)
report war in 2003, a year of lower growth following several higher
growth years. After a gap since a shorter partial report in French in
2005, our organization, new to GEM, returns to study Canada in
2013. This year experienced lower growth, but followed growth in
2010 similar to that seen 2003. The two years, ’03 and ’13, may have a
similar place in some cycles.
The concerns over growth and for employment that were expressed
in 2003 are certainly as or more relevant now, and we must add
concerns about sustainability and quality of life1. Appropriately, the
special topic for GEM, worldwide, this year is “entrepreneurship and
well-being”. Broad and convincing evidence2 shows that the scope and
character of entrepreneurship strongly influences all four of these goals
for Canada. Consequently, the analysis of entrepreneurship is intended
to inform how it can promote:

6

• Economic growth,
• Job creation,
• Sustainability,
• Quality of life.
There can be little doubt that the present ‘jobless’ recovery prioritizes
implementation of evidence based entrepreneurship policy. Future
growth (its extent and quality) requires attention to innovation policy.
Moreover, it is important to acknowledge that, in Canada at least,
‘intrapreneurship’ initiatives inside firms and social entrepreneurship
are similarly important.
THE NATURE AND ROLE OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP.
Entrepreneurship is defined in the GEM context as:
…“any attempt at new business or new venture creation, such as
self-employment, a new business organisation, or the expansion of
an existing business, by an individual, a team of individuals, or an
established business” 3 (p.9).
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The goal of these processes is creation of value as emphasized in an
OECD framework4. The definition is expansive enough to include the
champions of all types of innovation, but a special place is reserved
for those entrepreneurs who create new establishments, businesses or

The definition is expansive
enough to include the
champions of all types of
innovation, but a special
place is reserved for those
entrepreneurs who create
new establishments,
businesses or other
ventures with prospects
for job creation.

other ventures with prospects for job creation.

It is well known that we live in a knowledge economy. Knowledge is
the economic good that does not degrade in use and few organizations
can effectively realise the full economic return on all of the knowledge
they possess5. This leads to the ‘spillovers’ that, for example, lead to
productive clustering for which the archetype is Silicon Valley. Among
the most productive forms of entrepreneurship is turning ‘spillover’
knowledge into breakthrough new ventures that escape and go beyond
the limitations imposed on incumbent large firms to attend to ‘core
business’.
As the influential economist, William Baumol, pointed out6, there
are three types of entrepreneurship; productive, unproductive and

7

destructive. Productive entrepreneurship is that which has
growth potential and produces significant innovations, it yields
growth and quality of life benefit as well as jobs. Unproductive
entrepreneurship simply reshuffles the locus of accumulation
of money. It includes opening imitative consumer services
businesses. Still, net employment may increase. Destructive
entrepreneurship, such as criminal inventiveness, is outside the
scope of GEM study. There is no rigid line between productive and
unproductive types; more realistically, it is a continuum with these as
the end points. Nevertheless, the main interest in entrepreneurship
study is the productive entrepreneurial process, which is the main
driver of long-term transformative growth. Much interest centres on
entrepreneurship and innovation where much innovation analysis has
focused attention on R&D and technology. Yet it is clear that not all
innovation is derived from technical inventiveness. Think of Starbuck’s
coffee shops or the introduction of ‘Medicare’. In fact, analysis of
innovation shows that every success depends in large measure on
the non-technical social factors. Hall and Martin7 point out that an
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innovation must pass four hurdles: technical feasibility, commercial
viability, organizational capability, and social acceptability. They
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argue that uncertainty increases as we pass along this value-added
chain from left to right. An entrepreneurial venture must succeed at
each stage. In most cases, the major challenges arise after technical
feasibility has been established.

1.2. WHY GEM?
First and foremost GEM is a global project. Participation in GEM
brings Canadian activity into a rich context of data from countries
covering a full spectrum of circumstances and policies. The uniqueness
of GEM also lies in the focus on the attitudes, aspirations and activity
of individual entrepreneurs, now recorded in a 15 year time series of
adult population surveys (APS). There is no comparable source of such
intimate information. Every entrepreneur is a potential innovator,
since the initiative grows out of some new idea. Most innovation
literature offers a firm perspective. GEM brings the individual initiator
back into focus.

“I am the co-founder of the
non-profit organization
called the MicroMalaria

As a complement, the framework environment experienced by

Project, which focuses

entrepreneurs is assessed through the national experts survey (NES).

on finding inventive and

ENTREPRENEURSHIP, INNOVATION.
GROWTH - THE GEM MODEL8
The interpretation of entrepreneurship from one perspective focuses
on the individual entrepreneur with personal aspirations, capabilities
and opportunities against an alternate perspective focusing on human
capital, policy, markets, finance and culture.  The GEM project regards
entrepreneurship as a process in a complex ecosystem and examines
individual entrepreneurs and ventures in this context. The GEM model
is shown in Figure 1. Boxes at the top left cover four basic requirements
and six efficiency enhancing factors appraised from available studies,
(e.g. reports from Statistics Canada). At the centre left, the model
recognizes the importance of the social, cultural and political context.

resourceful ways of
preventing malaria. I
am interested in merging
entrepreneurship with
medicine to solve complex
global health challenges.”
Ann Zalucky MD/MSc
Candidate
Libin Cardiovascular
Institute
Leaders in
Medicine Program,
University of Calgary

Finally, nine factors shaping the innovation and entrepreneurship
framework complete the left column. These last are appraised by the
GEM survey of expert opinion (NES). At the centre of the diagram,

GEM Canada Report 2013
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the link between the established firms and independent entrepreneurs
is recognized. This takes large firms beyond their, often incremental,
innovations to the role of knowledge ‘reservoirs’ for ‘spillover’ and as
demanding customers for a wide range of goods and services from
smaller firms.  Finally, on the right is the overall outcome: achievement
of jobs, innovation and social value.
Figure 1. The GEM Model
National
Framework
Conditions
Basic
Requirements
Social,
Cultural,
Political
Context

9

Efficiency
Enhancers

Existing Economic
Activity
(Primary Economy)

Spillover

Outcome/Impact
(socio-economic
development)

Entrepreneurial Output
(new jobs, new value added)

+
_

Nine
Entrepreneurial
Framework
Conditions

+
_

Personal Values
and Background

+
_

Entrepreneurship
Activity

Attitudes

Aspirations

GEM classifies economies that participate in the study as factordriven, efficiency driven, and innovation driven. The categories
are derived from the World Economic Forum (WEF) Global
Competitiveness Index which categorizes three phases of economic
development based on GDP per capita, and the export share
represented by primary goods. Canada is in the innovative economy
classification, exhibiting sufficient reliance on business sophistication
and innovation. Businesses in an innovation driven economy are more
knowledge intensive and the service sector figures more prominently
in the economy. Entrepreneurship and innovation factors play a more
dominant role in the development of these economies, but rely on a
healthy profile of the basic requirements and efficiency enhancing
factor characterized on the left of the GEM model diagram.
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Beyond the structural aspects, The GEM model also views
entrepreneurship as a process occurring over different phases from

1. Introduction

intention to start, to just starting, to running new or established
enterprises, and even to discontinuance. Given variable contexts and
conditions, it is not inevitable that one phase leads to the next. Figure
2 shows the phases of entrepreneurship. In exploring the early phases,
the GEM project assembles data not available from business statistics.
Figure 2. The Entrepreneurship Process
Entrepreneurship Phases

Total early-stage
Entrepreneurial Activity
(TEA)
Potential
Entrepreneurs:
Beliefs and Attitudes

Intentions

Nascent

Source: GEM Global Report 2011

New

Discontinuance

Established

New Owners

1.3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND SCOPE.
ADULT POPULATION SURVEY (APS)
Using a telephone survey, an independent polling firm randomly
selected adults between the ages of 18 and 99. Their responses
were solicited to a series of detailed questions, phrased in everyday
language, that are used throughout the GEM international
entrepreneurship project. These are used to assess entrepreneurial
attitudes, activities, and aspirations of the national population. These
provide a profile of a representative cross section of the Canadian
adult populations, balanced for age and gender distribution. With the
common survey instrument in global use, it is possible to compare
Canadian entrepreneurship internationally. In this comparison, data
for the ages 18-64 were employed since that is the population used this
year in other countries. A separate analysis of the senior population has
been made for Canada. The GEM international comparisons are based

GEM Canada Report 2013
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on the APS (adult population survey) of the ‘working age’ population,
the 18 – 64 age group. This group is used for all international
comparisons. However, the Canadian sample, expanded to include
the age range 18-99, permits identification of activities of seniors.  
For analysis, the sample is weighted for age and gender to standard
Canadian demographic data
EXPERT SURVEY (NES)
• The expert survey is a questionnaire survey of 42 experts in
		

Canada using the instrument developed for the global GEM

		

project. The experts come from different professional

		

perspectives where they gain considerable knowledge of
entrepreneurial activities. Nine areas of expertise are specified by
GEM: finance, policy, government programs, education and

		

training, technology transfer, support infrastructure, and
wider society/culture fields. The questionnaire presented a series
of statements reflecting the GEM perspective on conditions

		
11

“My dream as an

supporting entrepreneurship. The experts are asked to estimate
the degree to which each is true for Canada. The final section

entrepreneur would be

		

solicits open ended responses, which are coded to nine categories.

to make H2O Innovation

		

The questions cover nine major framework areas:

Canada’s leading company

			• Financing, Governmental policies,

exclusively dedicated to

			• Governmental programs,

water treatment, with

			• Education and training,

revenues of 1 billion dollars.

			• Research and development transfer,

I’m convinced that H2O can

			• Commercial infrastructure,

become the next Bombardier

			• Internal market openness,

of the water industry.“

			• Physical infrastructure and

Frédéric Dugré
President & CEO
H2O Innovation.
Québec City, QC

			• Cultural and social norms.
STANDARD SOCIOECONOMIC DATA
Basic data were obtained from Statistics Canada and OECD
publications. Several other international and national agencies also
sponsored studies of relevance. These studies are cited in the report
where information is drawn from them.
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The key indicators from the GEM survey probe:
• entrepreneurial attitudes,
		 (How strong is the perception of a culture of entrepreneurship?)
• entrepreneurial activity.

2. The Practice
Entrepreneurship
in Canada in 2013

		 (How much early stage activity is occurring in the general
		 population?)
• entrepreneurial aspiration.
	 (What do these entrepreneurs seek to achieve?)
The primary indicators for these categories paint a portrait that is
unique to the GEM methodology of the individual entrepreneur acting
in the community.

...it is clear that some
of the most important

2.1. ATTITUDES
ATTITUDES INFLUENCE ENTREPRENEURSHIP
For any policy designed to support highly productive entrepreneurship,
impact is hard to measure. Yet it is clear that some of the most
important policy outcomes depend on attitudes and mind sets in the
general population9. A key policy goal for all jurisdictions is to foster
a culture of entrepreneurship and innovation through informing,
training, and educating. GEM provides a variety of perspectives
on the success of such policy through questions, both to the entire
adult population and specifically to the entrepreneurially oriented

policy outcomes depend
on attitudes and mind
sets in the general
population. A key policy
goal for all jurisdictions
is to foster a culture of
entrepreneurship and
innovation through
informing, training, and
educating.

themselves. This entrepreneurial culture shapes the challenges
faced by both the crucial productive entrepreneurs and those other
entrepreneurs who also contribute to job creation. GEM reports the
public perception of entrepreneurs’ hopes, struggles and successes.
GENERAL VIEWS OF THE ADULT (18-64) POPULATION
Three key issues in the attitudes of the general population can shape
the entrepreneurs’ sense of their chances.
• Do people see entrepreneurship as a good career choice?
• Do they admire successful entrepreneurs?
• Do popular media give entrepreneurship adequate attention?

GEM Canada Report 2013
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2. The Practice
Entrepreneurship
in Canada in 2013

A last question asked of the non-entrepreneurial population tests
contact with entrepreneurs “Do you know someone who started a
business in the past 2 years?” The survey results are shown in Figure 4
for Canada and its G7 peers.
A note is required here on the choice of reference group. Canada
is unique. It is a federation like the US, Germany or Australia, but
more resource based than all but the last. It has various cultural
characteristics in common with the US and the UK, but not strictly
parallel to either. It has been suggested that a collection of Nordic
countries might make a reference group, but the socio-economic
culture is different. Given trade relations, the US cannot be ignored.
The G7 provides a reference group with both similarities and
differences, but many common political interests.

13

Entrepreneurship a good
career choice?
Do successful entrepreneurs
have high status?
Do general media provide
good coverage?
Know entrepreneurs?

Figure 3. General Public Attitudes (% of pop.)
Toward Entrepreneurship.

100
80
60
40
20
0

Canada

US

UK

Germany

France

Italy

Japan

These figures show a positive climate that is similar to that of our
economic peers save Japan. (Unfortunately, US values are not
reported.) The cultural contrast with Japan will reappear in both
positive and negative variation from the other G7 countries. To achieve
Canadian leadership in entrepreneurial culture may still require
policy attention, but a good base exists. An intriguing suggestion is
that the media attention leadership is an effect of the “Dragon’s Den”
entrepreneurship TV show.
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PERCEPTIONS OF OPPORTUNITY AND CAPACITY
Three critical capability issues are probed to define the climate for
entrepreneurship.

2. The Practice
Entrepreneurship
in Canada in 2013

		 Do respondents perceive that there are good opportunities for
		 entrepreneurship?
		
		

Do they believe they have the skills and knowledge to undertake
an entrepreneurial venture?

		

Do they fail to do so from fear of failure?

Survey results are found in Table 1.
Table 1. General public’s perception of the
challenges of entrepreneurship.
% YES	

Canada	US	UK

Germany	France	Italy

Japan

Good opportunities (within 6 mos.)

57.6

47.2

35.5

31.3

22.9

17.1

7.7

Skills and knowledge to start up a
new business

48.5

55.7

43.9

37.7

33.2

24.1

12.9

Prevented by fear of failure

37.3

35.0

39.9

48.7

45.3

56.1

47.4

14

If Canada and the US are most confident on all of these measures,
Canadians are more optimistic about the short term environment and
Americans show more self-confidence.

2.2. ACTIVITY
The heart of the GEM survey, the indicators that provide key
perspectives, are those where action, with its risks, is reported. These
identify the ongoing level of early stage start-up activity. Comparisons
among countries and trends over time in conjunction with the reports
of the expert survey on framework conditions provide the basic
information for judging outcomes of policy.

GEM Canada Report 2013

2. The Practice
Entrepreneurship
in Canada in 2013

The analysis centres on three measures that lead the tabulation below.
1) The nascent entrepreneurship rate, the percentage of the 18-64
		

age population who are currently engaged in setting up a business

		

that has not paid salary, wages or other payments to owners for

		

more than three months.

2) The new business ownership rate, percentage of the 18-64 age
		

population who are currently owner-managers of new businesses

		

that have paid wages, salaries or any other payments to owners for

		

more than three months but not more than 42 months.

3) The combination of these two (counting each individual only
		

once) yields an overall indicator, ‘TEA’, the total early stage

		

activity, or entrepreneurship rate.

Understanding of the TEA is enriched by analysis of: (1) gender, and
(2) opportunity versus necessity as the driver of entrepreneurship. It
is also helpful to compare the early stage entrepreneurship rate to the
fraction of the 18 to 64 population who own or manage an established
business, in business for over 42 months.
15

The GEM study divides countries into three groups following a WEF
categorization of factor driven economies, efficiency driven economies
and innovation driven economies. The least developed, factor
driven, economies deliver the highest rates with the largest fraction
associated with necessity driven activity, alternatives for earning a
living being scarce. The efficiency based economies are intermediate
and the innovation based (knowledge) economies exhibit the overall
lowest activity rates but with the values dominated by opportunity
driven entrepreneurship, where attractive novel economic niches are
recognized. With two omissions of countries in currently anomalous
circumstances, Figure 4 summarizes the TEA values for the innovation
driven economies. The (unweighted) mean for this group is 7.5%,
indicated by the bar on the figure.
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Figure 4. TEA Values for Innovation Driven Economies.

14.0
12.0
10.0

Mean

8.0
6.0
4.0
2.0

Globally, where does Canada’s TEA stand? The quick answer is
that Canada is now very much at the top among innovation driven
economies. The US has been a clear leader in recent years. With
Canada’s return to the GEM survey we find Canada is a close second,
perhaps in a ‘virtual tie’ with the US 12.7. A useful way of placing
Canada in an international context is to place it in the context of the G7
leading economies. The data are summarized in Figure 5. Indicators
include TEA, its components new businesses and nascent (underway)
entrepreneurship, informal investor rate, and the ownership rate
of established businesses (more than 42 months old) found among
survey respondents. The present Canadian rate of 12.2% of the 1864 population was matched by results of the year 2000 survey, but
TEA declined secularly over 2000 to 2003, the year of the last GEM
Canada report, arriving at 8.0% in 2003. A key observation in 2003
was that women’s entrepreneurship rate was only half that of men, it
is now 2/3 (as it was in 2000) and the rate of new firm formation has
also risen from 2003 (and 2006). In the introduction, a parallel was
suggested between 2003 and 2013. Clearly, something is different
even if the point in the employment cycle is similar. One significant
factor is reported in Figure 6, the high TEA of the provinces of Alberta
and Saskatchewan, both with a high rate of participation by women.
Canada’s TEA is reported to be motivated be opportunity more than
necessity by over a factor of five, a distinction shared only with the UK
in the G7.
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Figure 5. TEA (% of pop.) Related Indicators.
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The data invite comparison of TEA of the US, Canada and the UK to the
Continental economies, Germany, France and Italy. Some European
commentators10 have suggested a divide between the more neo-liberal
economic policies of the US, Canada, and the UK compared to those
of the continental countries. If this is valid, the data suggest the more
neo-liberal economic culture is more favourable to the individual
entrepreneur, but clear evidence is lacking to show this links to better
overall economic performance. An alternative explanatory factor is
the women’s entrepreneurship rate, which is a higher fraction of the
men’s rate in Canada, the US and the UK. This factor was seen in
the change in Canada’s rate between 2000 and 2003. Consistent
with either explanation is the observation that opportunity driven
entrepreneurship is a larger fraction of TEA in the US, Canada, and the
UK. The relationship between the two groups of countries was similar
in the 2012 data. Japan is low on the TEA metric but high on the
established business rate, again illustrating cultural differences having
a balance of effects.
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High ratios of opportunity vs. necessity driven TEA suggest a richness
encountered by entrepreneurs, perhaps including knowledge spillover
opportunities. Low necessity rates would be expected to correlate to
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low unemployment Informal investment rates measure one of the key
support mechanisms supporting the earliest stage. The percentage of
owners of established businesses (over 3.5 years) among respondents
serves as a valuable reality check on the aspirations. A Statistics
Canada report11 estimate 3 year survival at about 50%. Of course the
established businesses reflect start-up over a number of years.
A few non-G7 innovation economies share high TEA values. These
include Singapore at 10.7% with an opportunity driven share of 7.5%
and Israel at 10.0 (up from 7 in 2012) with an opportunity driven share
of 5.2%. Among other relevant European countries with high TEA
values are the Netherlands at 9.3%, Switzerland at 8.2% and Norway at
6.2%. These are not inconsistent with the interpretation of the G7 data.
Two important ‘efficiency economy’ countries with special dynamics
(perhaps an innovation economy embedded in a surrounding factor
driven economy) are China and India. China’s TEA is 14.3%, with
7.8% opportunity driven. India has an overall TEA of 9.8% with an
opportunity share of only 3.1%. Brazil, classed as ‘efficiency driven’,
is an especially interesting case with a TEA of 17.3% with women at
17.4%. Opportunity driven entrepreneurship is 12.2 and necessity
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“I always thought I would
have my own clinic, but it
wasn’t until I moved back to

5.0%.

my hometown unexpectedly,

The performances of the senior population, as well as the age

I realized that I needed

distribution within the 18-64 sample used for international
comparison, are found below.

2.3. ASPIRATIONS

after practicing in the USA.
the freedom to make my
own choices in practice, so
business ownership was my
only option!”

A final key aspect of early stage entrepreneurship is the entrepreneur’s

Courtney Gray

scale-up aspirations. Three areas are chosen to give a snapshot of

Grey Matter Chiropractic

ambitious intentions for the new businesses intending growth: what

Brantford, ON

fraction expects substantial job growth, what fraction will produce new
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products, and what fraction will be oriented to exports? The indicators
are the share of the population of entrepreneurs responsible for the
total early stage activity (TEA) and likely include the most innovative.
		

Is the business expected to create 10 or more jobs and 50% or
more job growth within the first five years?

		

Will the business introduce new products?

		

Will at least 25% of the customers lie outside the country?

The Canadian results are reported in the context of the G7 countries in
Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Aspiration Indicators for G7 Countries.
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In job creation expectations and new product introduction the US and
Canada seem to produce more ambitious entrepreneurs than Europe.
(Canada data below in the Gender section show that almost a third
of TEA see 20+ jobs in five years.) The exception to the G7 pattern is
high growth/job creation expectations in Japan. The edge in export
expectations in Europe may simply reflect the structure of trade in the
European Union. The edge Canada has over the US and Japan has an
obvious geographical explanation. Export is clearly not an early goal of
typical start-ups, but is for an important minority.
Parallel to Japan, Taiwan is a leader in job creation expectations with
a 52.3% of entrepreneurs responding positively about 5 year goals.
As might be expected, Singapore provides a benchmark for export
orientation with a 36.7% response. Perhaps anomalously, Luxembourg
sets the new product benchmark at 42.9%.
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Baumol’s categories distinguish productive from non-productive
initiatives where the first are seen as economically creative and the
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second simply re-arranging the distribution of economic benefits.
Clearly, the productive category is closely tied to innovation. The total
entrepreneurship measures do not give indications of the degree to
which a given effort has productive content. (It was noted above that
the ‘unproductive’ may have positive aspects, as for example, in job
creation, and trying something new is the first step in innovation.)   
Alexander12 introduced a second distinction: “A portion of the
economic effort in a city is supported by non-local demands. But these
city people in turn have need for local services, thus a second urban
function is … that which caters to the [local] needs.” The first category
is a key driver of regional growth and is associated much more strongly
with sectors other than consumer services. Similarly, it is commonly
assumed that the transformative sector offers greater opportunity to
‘productive’ entrepreneurs.
GEM data offer indicators through cataloguing initiatives into four
sectors:

20

		 • Extractive (e.g. mining, agriculture),
		 • Transformative (e.g. manufacturing),
		 • Business oriented services,
		 • Consumer oriented services.
The distribution among these sectors (Figure 7) offers insight into
the sort of economic development that can result. Complementary
information comes from the fraction of TEA initiatives that report
reliance on high or medium technology. Finally, the degree to which
the entrepreneurs are developing initiatives with few or no competitors
is an innovation related indicator.
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Figure 7. Distribution (% of TEA) of Initiatives Over Four Sectors.
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A relevant reference point for interpretation of these data is the
sectorial distribution of established businesses identified by owner/
managers who were encountered in the survey. For Canada this
distribution is:
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... a lower incidence
of consumer oriented

Extractive

10.4%

Transformative

24.8%

Business oriented services

22.9%

Consumer oriented services

41.8%

The low level of extractive sector entrepreneurial activity (Fig. 7) is
surprising. The expected importance of extractive industries in Canada

services, a sector likely to

is better exhibited by the established businesses. Perhaps, the high

include locally oriented

fraction of business oriented services includes new small businesses

and less ‘productive’

serving extractive industries. This is evident in an “oil and gas” centre

entrepreneurial

such as Calgary where a large fraction of business services serve the

initiatives, is consistent

core cluster.

with a relatively more
innovative entrepreneurial
population.

Canada stands out for the high fraction of activity in business oriented
services. The innovation literature has recently emphasized the role
of knowledge intensive business services, KIBS13. The high incidence
of business oriented services among Canadian start-ups may indicate
activity in the innovative KIBS sector, which is less apparent among
established businesses. Finally, a lower incidence of consumer oriented
services, a sector likely to include locally oriented and less ‘productive’
entrepreneurial initiatives, is consistent with a relatively more
innovative entrepreneurial population. Shane14 , in an award winning
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paper, shows that such entrepreneurship may even be negative for
growth when too much local competition is generated. He recommends
that policy instruments be carefully designed to focus start-up support
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on those new businesses that have clear growth plans.
The share of TEA addressed to new markets with few or no competitors
is also an indicator linked to innovation and growth ambitions. The %
of TEA reporting such new products/markets in the G7 countries is:
Canada	US	UK

Germany	France	Italy

Japan

32.4%

26.0%

22.4%

34.2% 27.9%

27.6%

19.0%

Canada’s performance is healthy.
A final indicator, often assumed to correlate with innovation, is the
involvement with high or medium technology. The percentages of
TEA reporting dependence on one of these two technology categories
is not high in any of the G7 countries. The higher Japanese rate may
be indicative of technology opportunity from large firm spillover.
Percentages of TEA reporting exploitation of such technology are:
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High or medium technology
Canada	US	UK

Germany	France	Italy

Japan

8.7%

6.1%

12.3

7.5%

4.9%

9.6%

3.6%

One point will be documented below. There is no apparent gender gap
in the use of high or medium technology in Canada.
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4.1. AGE
The GEM adult population survey addresses the working age
population from 18 to 64. In the international comparisons, seniors are
excluded. The population is segmented into five ranges: 18-24, 25-34,
35-44, 45-54, and 55-64. Age distributions of TEA ‘entrepreneurship’
in selected countries are collected in Figure 7. Both the US and Canada
show strong entrepreneurial engagement among the younger work
force, with Canadian participation peaking in the 25-34 age group. (It
is interesting that this is the peak age group reported for MIT graduate
entrepreneurs in a 2009 study15.) Canada (with Germany) peaks in
young (<34) age group. The drop off in the older 55-64 decade is
general.
Figure 8. Distribution of TEA Entrepreneurial Activity
by Age in the Working Age, 18-64, Population.
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Seniors are not covered in international data, but the Canadian APS
included respondents to age 99. This provided a final sample of 589
seniors and yielded a TEA of 2.7%, extending the downward trend from
the 55-64 group. This group divided 70/30 male/female with 90%
reporting opportunity rather than necessity. Almost 20% anticipate
more than 5 employees in five years. Approximately one third of these
entrepreneurs are over 70. It will be important to track changes in
these numbers over the next few years.
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4.2. EDUCATION
Educational attainment is a variable that is best benchmarked by
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comparing similar systems since cultural factors play a large role. Data
are reported here for Canada, the US and the UK in Figure 9. First,
the data for Canada are compared to the educational attainments of
owner/managers of Canadian established businesses (EstabBus) as a
reference point.
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Figure 9. TEA percent by Educational Attainment Compared to
Education Reported by Canadian Established Business Owners.
Some Secondary
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Patterns are similar among these countries. Uniformly,
entrepreneurship is more common for holders of a post-secondary
degree, indicating the importance of knowledge and skills. The
US stands out in TEA among those with post-graduate experience
suggesting an edge in areas where highly specialized skills and
knowledge are important. Perhaps the most interesting point is that
ownership of established businesses identified in the Canadian survey
rises monotonically with increase of educational attainment.
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4.3. GENDER
The male – female rates of early stage entrepreneurship were noted
above (and are repeated here in the larger context). In most countries
the TEA reported by males is higher than that reported by females,
although the ratios vary widely among developing countries. The
ratios vary less among culturally similar countries such that detailed
comparison is meaningful. The figure compares Canada to the US and
the UK. As well, it is quite interesting to compare the gender ratios
for early stage efforts to those found among the owners of established
businesses (EB, business life >3.5 years).
Figure 10. TEA (% of pop.) by Gender.
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A further exploration of gender differences raises the questions of
economic sectors and technology exploitation. Table 2 and Figure 11
show data and compares owners of established business to early stage
entrepreneurs.
Table 2. Gender patterns in use of technology and in business sectors.
Extract	Transform	Bus.
Consum.	New	Tech 	Old
			Servs.	Servs.	Tech 1-5 yrs.	Tech
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TEA Female

4.8

14.3

38.1

42.9

8.1

25.2

74.8

TEA Male

4.7

27.2

42.0

26.0

9.7

20.4

69.9

EB female

12.5

16.3

35.0

36.3

0.8

7.1

92.9

EB male

7.8

28.7

38.8

24.8

0.7

7.2

92.1

Figure 11. Gender Patterns in Use of Technology and in Business
Sectors. Established Businesses vs. Early Stage Entrepreneurs.
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GENDER AND BUSINESS SECTOR
The distribution over business sectors of initiatives does show
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significant gender differences. Female entrepreneurs are less well
represented in the transformative (e.g. manufacturing) sector and
more prominent in the consumer services sector. Will this result in
differences in scale for the businesses launched by men and women?
This issue is addressed below.
GENDER AND TECHNOLOGY
An indication of innovative aspirations on the part of early stage
entrepreneurs is the large gap in use of new technology compared
to the established businesses. (The strong orientation of established
businesses toward old technology probably underlines the risk in
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introducing new technology.) Even though the majority of startups use old technology, new technology introduced from the last
year is the almost exclusive preserve of the TEA population and
technologies in the one to five year old category are involved in over
20% of the initiatives. Men slightly outnumber women in use of the
latest technology, but women outnumber men in use of 1-5 year old
technology. It would seem safe to say that there is no significant
gender gap in use of technology.
GENDER AND SCALE
Figure 12 shows expected job numbers after five years. The women
lead the men in the percentage of 1-5 jobs reported while the men
lead in the two higher categories. These results are consistent with
the high percentage of women in consumer services. It is women’s
established businesses that show the highest percentage of ‘no jobs’
self-employment and women’s established businesses that are low in
the 20+ category
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Figure 12. Job Expectations (percent of entrepreneur/owners)
by Gender vs. Establishes Businesses (EB).
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INCOME DISTRIBUTION
Income distribution data divides the population into three tiers, a
lower, middle, and higher. The GEM respondents show some bias
toward upper levels. As expected, the male respondents report a
somewhat higher share in the high third. The TEA distribution is
sufficiently similar to that of the total whole population to offer few
clues to special characteristics of entrepreneurs. The only potentially
significant point of comparison of TEA to the general population is the
prominence of the middle group of women entrepreneurs compared to
women in general.
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Figure 13. High, Middle, and Lower Income Third for
TEAs and Total Population
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ARE CANADIAN CONDITIONS GENDER NEUTRAL?
Is starting a business an acceptable career for a Canadian woman? Do
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appropriate social services exist to support a woman after she starts a
family? As well, can a woman can anticipate the same encouragement
to start a new business? Are men and women are equally exposed to
opportunities? Is thought that men and women gain the same level of
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knowledge and skills? These question are addressed by the NES experts
with mixed views emerging (See Chapter 7).

4.4. IMMIGRANT ENTREPRENEURS.
Entrepreneurship is anticipated as an important option for immigrants
for at least two reasons. One has to do with the demands for education
or financial advantage that influence admission under criteria in
Canada and some other countries. The second is the idea that an
immigrant lacking cultural integration may turn to entrepreneurship
from ‘necessity’. The GEM survey treats immigrants at two stages,
first generation born outside the country and the second generation
born in the country. Table 3 reports percentage of immigrants who
are early stage entrepreneurs, summing both generations then data is
broken down by generation. The overall rate among immigrant ≤ 34,
‘young entrepreneurs’, is also reported. These last rates are strikingly
lower than in the corresponding age group of the general population.
Motives of opportunity (77%) greatly exceed necessity (19%) as the
driver of entrepreneurial activity.
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Table 3. Early stage Immigrant entrepreneurship.
Immigrants/stage%

immigrants

1st generation

2nd generation

TEA

13.1

14.3

11.7

Young (18 – 34)

5.0

5.4

4.5

Reported 1st generation immigrant early stage activity is higher than
the rate for the population in general. The large predominance of
opportunity driven activity over necessity suggests that immigrants are
not turning to entrepreneurship as a last resort much more than other
Canadians. The first generation effect does not show up in the second.
The rate of 11.7% is hardly different from the general population figure
of 12.2%. The young immigrant entrepreneurship rates are decidedly
lower than the 12% rate for 18-24 and the 18% rate for 25-34 in the
general population.

4.5. ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND ‘WELL-BEING’
Subjective well-being is increasingly being measured. The second
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OECD report, How’s Life, measuring well-being was issued in 2013.
GEM has introduced questions to assess well-being of entrepreneurs.
The constructed scale has a hypothetical range of -1.7 (lesser subjective
well-being) to +1.7 (higher rate of subjective well-being). Since
autonomy is found to be a positive factor for subjective well-being and
insecurity a negative factor1, engagement in entrepreneurship can be
expected to play a role.
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Figure 14. Well-being.
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Apparently, entrepreneurship alone confers relatively little subjective
well-being in these fairly ‘happy’ innovation driven economies, but
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further resolution shows that there is the contrast between the quite
positive benefit of opportunity based activity and the negative impact
of necessity circumstances. Having an established business seems to
contribute to definite gains in subjective well-being.
The survey questions some specific aspects of satisfaction with
questions on a 5 point scale from 1 = very dissatisfied to 5 = very
satisfied. A comparison of entrepreneurs to the general population
included seven questions with results summarized by Figure 15. The
first three concerned satisfaction with one’s life; 1) I am satisfied with
my life, 2) I have gotten the important things I wanted in life, 3) If
I could live life over I would not change anything. A second group
address specifics of work: 1) I am satisfied with the way time is divided
between work and private like, 2) I am satisfied with my ability to
balance the needs of my job with needs of my personal life and family,
3) I can decide on my own how I go about doing my work (autonomy),
4) I am satisfied with my current income from my work.
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Figure 15 Life Satisfaction and Work Life Balance
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Satisfactory
Job Income

Autonomy

Balance Job NeedsPersonal Needs

Satisfied - Time Work Life Division

Would Not Change

Important Things in
Life Attained

Satisfied With Life

1

Means on the five point scale and the mode (most common answer)
are shown. The differences between entrepreneurs and the general
population are small, but two thing stand out. The modes of five on
satisfaction with life and would not change it, and autonomy show
that a significant number of entrepreneurs find high satisfaction not
common in the general population. However, the similarity of the
means must imply that some entrepreneurs report quite low levels.
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The GEM model sees the life cycle of entrepreneurship as comprising
four stages: intention, early stage and new firm, established business

5. Stages of
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and discontinuance (see Figure 2). A ‘snapshot’ of the relationships
among the phases emerges from looking at the activity in the successive
phases that were identified in the current year surveys. Five survey
variables from the four stages are instructive.
• The intention variable asks for intentions to start a business in
		 the next three years.
• The early stage is represented by the TEA variable.
• Established business is measured as those reporting
		 ownership of a business that has been in operation for more than
		 42 months with income.
• Discontinuance is measured in two variables: (i) owner exit
		 with business closure and (ii) owner exit with continuance of the
		 business by others.

50

Figure 16. The Stages of Entrepreneurship (% pop) in
the G7 Countries.
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Each of these variables is calculated on the basis of the population in
2013 active in that stage. Figure 16 presents the successive phases from
intention to either closing or transfer to new owners. (Of course, these
are different businesses at each stage so no answer from a country
column came from the same interviewees.) The lesser variation from
country to country of the established business rate again underlines the
volatility of early entrepreneurship.
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It is qualitatively correct to say that entrepreneurial intentions
and early stage activity exceed the steady state value of operating
businesses and the exit rates remind us of the relatively high churn rate
for small businesses. Canada, along with the United States, displays
a high rate of intention and early stage activity, suggesting that an
encouraging climate exists for the aspiring entrepreneur. However,
comparison to Japan and the UK suggest that the ratio of surviving
established business to early stage activity could be more favourable

Canada, along with the

in the US and Canada, implying a climate presenting added difficulties

United States, displays

for young firms. The five year survival rate for small firms has been

a high rate of intention

reported by Statistics Canada16 at approximately 50% over several

and early stage activity,

years. The Canadian established business rate captures firms started

suggesting that an

more than 3.5 years ago, but also over a number of years before. The

encouraging climate
exists for the aspiring
entrepreneur.
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rough similarity between the ratio of established businesses surveyed
to start-ups of this year seems to compare reasonably to the five-year
rate survival rate.

Canada is a diverse country in both physical and socio-economic
domains. A basic unit is the province and many Canadian statistics are
not fully interpretable without a breakdown by the ten provinces. Seven
provinces completed provincial GEM studies in 2013, and separate
provincial reports will be published by members of the team, covering
these provinces. These are the four largest; Ontario, Quebec, British
Columbia and Alberta with Saskatchewan and Manitoba in the West
and Newfoundland in Atlantic Canada. The smaller provinces required
additional sampling beyond the national survey to meet the GEM
statistical standard. The key early stage indicator, TEA is shown for the
seven participating provinces and the national value in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Early Stage Entrepreneurship (TEA %) by Province
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The provinces, listed from East to West, also divide into two with
a primary transformative (manufacturing) sector base (QC, ON)
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and (NL, MB, SK, AB, BC) with a primary extractive (resources,
agriculture) sector base. Economic activity is quite diverse in all, but
the transformative base provides for a greater variety of markets. The
diversity in the extractive based provinces arises to serve the needs
of modern knowledge based resource extraction and agricultural
industries. This focusses the economies on a few global markets.
Recent commodity markets have stimulated growth, especially in the
Western provinces and the consequences are seen in the figure. Two
provinces (NL, SK) have recently developed major oil and gas sectors
to  complement Newfoundland’s fisheries and Saskatchewan’s potash
industry.
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Figure 17 provides some of the supporting key variables. The
components of TEA in nascent and new business stages are broken
out and the important informal investor rate is shown. The gender
breakdown of TEA completes the figure.
Figure 18. Other Key Variables Related to
Early Stage Entrepreneurship (% of pop) by Province
Inf. Invest
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7. Framework
for the Canadian
entrepreneurship
environment: NES
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The Canadian framework conditions that create the environment for
entrepreneurship are probed by the National Experts Survey (NES).
Forty-two experts from nine professional perspectives responded
to a series of statements used in the global NES study. These
statements express GEM formulations of circumstances favourable to
entrepreneurship. The experts identify how favourable conditions in
Canada are on a five point scale:
		

1. ‘completely false’,

		

2. ’partially false’,

		

3. ‘neither true nor false’,

		

4. ‘partially true’,

		

5. and ‘completely true’.

These are coded on the 1-5 scale. Discussion here will focus on the
means that assume a quasi-continuous underlying variable. Mean
scores above 3 indicate some agreement with the statements. An
alternative view is given by the modes that identify the evaluation of
the statement given by the largest number of experts, a convergent
group in the panel. The survey has been carefully validated for
quantitative significance and international comparability. Finally, the
experts provided open ended comments that were coded into one of
nine categories.
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7.1. FINANCE
Availability of finance is, of course, critical. The population survey
has provided one possibly positive sign, the relatively high incidence
of informal investing. However this needs to be put in the context of
the combination of equity, debt, and government subsidy, IPOs and
venture capital. Questions to experts asked whether each of these was
sufficient to Canadian needs. The score of 3 represents neither true nor
false where 1 represents completely false and 5 completely true. The
mean gives insight on balance of opinion and the mode emphasizes
where a major group’s leaning lies. Finance questions are summarized
in Figure 16.
Figure 19. Sufficiency of Financial Sources.

Mode
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Private
Equity
Gov’t Subsidy
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The experts share the frustration of the typical entrepreneur that
acquiring sufficient finance remains quite difficult. In this Canada is
not unique and may fare pretty well in comparisons. The most positive
reactions are to private and government sources, in agreement with
the result about private investors in the population survey. IPO and
venture capital are generally available only at a later stage of firm
development than start-up (and tend to prefer a particular range of
industries). The conclusions here are in interesting contrast to analysis
in the EY G20 Entrepreneurship Barometer9 which finds Canada
among the most favourable countries for finance.
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7.2. GOVERNMENT POLICY AND PROGRAMS
Government policies were probed on five aspects:
		 • that government policies (e.g. procurement) consistently favour
new firms,
		 • that the support of new and growing firms is a federal
			government high priority,
		 • that new and growing firms are a high priority for local
			government,
		 • that new firms can get required permits and licences in about a
			 week (timeliness),
		 • that the amount of taxes in NOT a burden for new and growing
firms.
Means and modes on the 1-5 scale, 1- completely false, 5 - completely
true, are shown in Figure19.
Only the priority given by governments, in the Canadian context
federal provincial and municipal, to new firms receives a mean score
tending toward ‘partially true’. Moreover the mode is ‘partially true’.
The experts believe policies such as procurement do not consistently
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favour new and growing firms. Issuing permits and licenses is not seen
as timely (In contrast to conclusions of ref 14). The mode is ‘completely
false’. This connects to an ongoing government conversation in Canada
about reduction of ‘red tape’. As to tax levels, the mean near neutral
with a mode of 1 identifies a split of opinion. Nineteen respondents
chose a degree of ‘false’ and fourteen chose a degree of ‘true’. The split
did not depend on province of response.
Opinions of government programs was similarly moderate, leaning
either toward unfavourable or toward favourable. Mode values of 2
(partially false) were found in response to statements that ‘coping
with government regulations and licensing requirements is not unduly
difficult’ (bureaucracy) and ‘assistance can be obtained through a
single agency’. In contrast, provision of ‘effective support from science
parks and incubators ‘is rated partially true’ (4) by the largest number,
as is the statement, ‘there are an adequate number of government
programs for new and growing firms. Government workers (agents)
are similarly judged (4) ‘competent and effective in supporting new
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and growing firms’. Again, these answers seem to focus around
simplification of process and reduction of red tape.
Figure 20. Government Policy and Programs.
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7.3. EDUCATION AND TRAINING
The statements presented to experts look to issues about education and
training as appropriate to each level. For the primary and secondary
levels the initial issues are encouragement of creativity self-sufficiency
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and initiative. The mean score tends to neutral (2.7). This is recognized
as a commitment of school systems. At later stages, introduction to
market economic principles is added. The mean score falls to 2.1 or
‘partially false’. Finally, adequate attention to entrepreneurship and
new firm formation is suggested and the score falls to 1.9 with the
mode at ‘false’ (1),
Clearly, the school systems are not meeting the expectations GEM
proposes in any area beyond basic creative attitudes.
At the post-secondary level a distinction is drawn between college
and university programs in general and business and management
education. In the broad domains the statement is that preparation is
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adequate for starting up and growing new firms. The mean score is
2.4, tending toward ‘partially false’ (mode = 2). A similar statement
directed to business and management education receives the only
slightly better mean score of 2.7 (mode = 2). Finally, the statement
directed toward professional, continuing and vocational education
draws a mean score of 2.9.It is notable that throughout the education
survey, no more than one expert found a statement completely true.
The GEM standards require increased focus on entrepreneurship and
new business in post-secondary education.
Expert opinion is clear that improvements are necessary, but it seems
important to go beyond the GEM questions. Certainly the context of
entrepreneurship education must be productive entrepreneurship
and innovation, and it must recognize the importance of
‘intrapreneurship’ within firms and social entrepreneurship.

7.4. R&D TRANSFER
R&D transfer policies were probed on five aspects with five assertions:
		 • New S&T and other knowledge are efficiently transferred from
			 universities and public research centres to new and growing
firms.
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		 • Growing firms have just as much access to new research and
technology as large established firms.
		 • New and growing firms can afford latest technology.
		 • There are adequate gov’t. subsidies for new and growing firms to
			 acquire technology.
		 • The S&T base efficiently supports the creation of world-class
			 new technology based ventures in at least one area.
		 • There is good support available for engineers and scientists to
			 have their ideas commercialized,
The first four of these received a most frequent response of 2 (mode)
with means in the mid twos. The last two had a mode of 4 with
mean near 3. Scepticism is expressed toward the capacity to transfer
knowledge and the ability of new firms to acquire technology.
There is more optimism about Canada’s capacity to support a world
class technology firm and for Canadian scientists and engineers to
commercialize.
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Figure 21. R&D Transfer.
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7.5. COMMERCIAL AND SERVICE
INFRASTRUCTURE, MARKET OPERATION,
PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
In the important area of services and infrastructure, five needs are
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addressed
• Subcontractors, suppliers, consultants:
				 There are enough,
 Small and growing firms can afford them,
 It is easy for small and growing firms to get these.
• It is easy for small and growing firms to get good professional
			 legal and accounting.
• It is easy for small and growing firms to get good banking.
Experts give positive responses to supply of subcontractors, etc., legal
and accounting, and banking services. There is less confidence about
ease of access to subcontractors, suppliers and consultants and their
affordability. These probably reflect the common lack of resources
facing a start-up.
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Figure 22. Access to Commercial Services.
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Available Subcontractors

Market structures and market access are major framework factors
influencing new firms that include dynamics, ease and cost of entry
to new markets, barriers from established firms, and the status of
anti-trust (competition) legislation. Dynamics are covered in terms of
market year to year change (flexibility) for both consumer markets and
business to business – B2B - markets. Entry involves ease and cost of
entry to new markets. Barriers are those erected by established firms
and those prevented by of ant-trust protection. The expert evaluations
are summarized in Figure 23. Markets are seen as fairly flexible
and open, with cost of entry and established firm resistance seen as
limiting. This is an interesting disagreement with data from the EY
G20 Entrepreneurship Barometer9  that finds Canadian cost of entry
low and reports a recent sharp decline. There is agreement that antitrust protection is good.
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Figure 23. Market Dynamics for New and Growing Firms.
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Physical infrastructure for new and growing firms is appraised by the
expert view of five statements;
• Physical infrastructures provides good support,
• It is not too expensive to access good communication (phone,
			 internet, etc.),
• A new firm can get access to communication (‘phone, etc.) in
			 about a week,
• New and growing firms can afford basic utilities (gas, water,
			 electricity, etc.),
• New and growing firms can get good access to basic utilities.
All of these were found largely true in the Canadian environment with
means of 3.3 to 4.2 and modes of 4 or 5. This is an area of strength. But
the survey didn’t directly address whether it is easy to access leading
edge communication technology and that may lie behind some of the
reservations expressed.
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7.6. CULTURAL AND SOCIAL NORMS
The fundamentals of Canadian national culture are regarded as
reasonably favourable. Three statements command a reasonable degree
of assent:
• Canadian culture is highly supportive of individual success
			 achieved through personal effort,
• Canadian culture emphasizes self-sufficiency, autonomy and
			 personal initiative,
• Canadian culture encourages creativity and innovativeness.
All have mean scores between 3.1 and 3.5 and 4 (partially true) is the
most common (mode) response. The fourth proposition is:
• Canadian culture encourages entrepreneurship and
			 entrepreneurial risk taking.
It receives a more sceptical hearing with a mode at 2, ‘partially false’
and a mean score of 2.8. The final proposition in this group proposes
that;
• In Canadian culture, the responsibility that the individual
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			 (rather than the collective) has in managing his or her own
			affairs.
A clear split of opinion leads to equal response ‘partly false’ and ‘partly
true’. This split probably reveals a well know fault line in Canadian
politics.
The work-life relationship is a second dimension of the social
environment. Do social, political and cultural conditions in Canada
allow harmonization of personal and working life? Experts are divided
(mean 2.7). The idea that labour regulations support this is supported
(mean 3.0).
The related dimensions are whether entrepreneurs’ work and personal
life compares favourably to non-entrepreneurs. The expert diagnosis is
affirmative (means, 3.8, and 3.2).
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7.7. OPPORTUNITIES FOR NEW FIRMS AND
AVAILABILITY OF TALENT
Four of Five opportunity statements were approved with mode scores
of 4,’partially true’ These indicated Canada offers good opportunities
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for creation of new firms that exceed the number of people able to take
advantage of them. The opportunities have increased in the past five
years and they include opportunities to create truly high growth firms.
The experts are not convinced that many people can react quickly
to these opportunities. Concern continues that not many people in
Canada know how to start and manage a small business or a high
growth business. Experience is lacking and knowledge required of

Experts agree that

how to organize the resources required to start a new business is not

creation of a new

widespread. Again, these point to educational needs at various levels
from the more general to the specialized.

venture is regarded as
an appropriate way

Experts agree that creation of a new venture is regarded as

to become rich and

an appropriate way to become rich and most people regard

most people regard

entrepreneurship as a good career choice, confirming the population

entrepreneurship as

survey. Most people regard entrepreneurs as competent and

a good career choice,

resourceful people

confirming the population
survey. Most people

7.8. PROPERTY RIGHTS
In Canada intellectual property rights (IPR) are judged the subject of

regard entrepreneurs as
competent and resourceful
people

adequate legislation that is enforced.   New and growing firms can trust
that their IP will be respected and it is accepted that inventor’s rights
should be protected. Nevertheless, it is not hard to identify an example
of a highly original Canadian idea implemented by a start-up firm that
was appropriated by multi-nationals. Defence is expensive.
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7.9. ASSESSMENT OF THE KEY ISSUES OF
INNOVATION AND HIGH GROWTH
The existence of framework conditions supporting innovation and
high growth is central to entrepreneurship satisfying the economic
and social goals set out in the introduction. The experts find that firms
value innovation and that consumers seek new products (means: 3.4,
4.1). It is less clear that Canadian companies like to experiment with
new technologies and new ways of doing things. (Mean 2.9). Similarly
there is some ambiguity as to the propensity of large firms to procure
products and services from entrepreneurial new firms. This parallels
the opinion of government procurement. For a small firm, achieving
attention from large organizations is a significant concern that further

For a small firm,
achieving attention from
large organizations is a
significant concern that
further improvement of
45

government data bases
might partially address.

improvement of government data bases might partially address.
The connected issue is whether policy is specifically adapted to support
of high growth firms.  Expert response is on the fence with a mean of
3.0 (‘neither true nor false’) and a mode at the same point. Yet, experts
do believe policy makers are aware of the importance of high growth
entrepreneurial activity (mean = 3.6, mode = 4). Finally, is rapid
growth often used as a selection criterion when choosing recipient of
entrepreneurship support? Here experts lean to a positive response
with a mean of 3.2 (mode = 4). If we turn from policy makers to those
working in support of entrepreneurship, the issues is the whether these
actors have the skills to support high growth entrepreneurship. Expert
opinion is mildly negative with a mean score 0f 2.9 and a mode of 2
(partially false).
Given the critical role of innovation and high growth in achieving the
economic and social goals of entrepreneurship, these mildly positive
results are troubling. Clearly, opportunities for improvement of the
focus of policy deserve evaluation. Governments frequently complain
that ‘picking winners’ is not feasible, but as Shane14 notes the more
feasible option is identifying the obvious intentionally small scale
initiatives, and carefully omitting them from assistance program
selection guidelines.
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Figure 24. High Growth Entrepreneurship
Tailored Programs
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7.10. OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMEN
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An initial key question is do women have social services to support
continuation in work after starting a family. Expert opinion is
quite split with responses covering all levels. Where 39% found
the affirmative answer somewhat or completely false, 55% found it
somewhat or completely true. Eight percent said neither. This probably
reflects considerable variation in services that must be delivered
locally and indicates needs for improvement in at least some areas.
However, the idea that starting a business is a socially acceptable
career for a woman was overwhelmingly endorsed. Opinion on the
proposition that women are encouraged to become self-employed
or start a business produced a response average of 3.3 (mode = 4),
leaning toward partially true. In response to the idea that women are
exposed to good opportunities to state a business on par with men, the
average score was 3.2, a slightly weaker trend toward partially true.
That women and men have the same level of knowledge and skills to
start a business is warmly endorsed by an average score of 3.8 (mode
= 5!). These opinion scores seem consistent with the TEA and business
sector results for women indicating opportunities have improved since
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earlier surveys but do not indicate achievement of equal opportunity
in entrepreneurship. In this context, the quite positive sense of wellbeing among female early stage entrepreneurs suggest that existing
opportunities can be rewarding. Recognizing that the increase in
entrepreneurship by women is correlated with Canada’s leadership in
TEA, continued attention to these framework conditions should be a
priority.

7.11. YOUTH AND YOUNG ADULTS
A question that flows from the appraisal of education for
entrepreneurship is the framework situation that young people face if
they choose to be entrepreneurs. The NES puts eight propositions for
the experts to evaluate. In Canada primary and secondary education
are readily accessible and experts recognize this in the context of
entrepreneurship: mean = 4.8, mode = 5, ‘true’. In contrast several
situations of variable relevance to the Canadian scene such as; ‘having
no other option than to find work’, ‘being expected to contribute
to family finance’, and ‘are more likely to be self-employed than an
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employee’, are all rated not common Canadian experience. Consistent
with the predominance of opportunity based entrepreneurship in
Canada, the mean score suggests that youth are not ‘pushed into
business activity out of necessity’ (mean= 2.7)’, but more than a quarter
of respondents regard this as partially true (mode = 4). The resulting
picture is difficult to interpret in the Canadian context.  
The last three items deal with preparation for entrepreneurship:
		 • self-employed youth learn to develop business activities largely
			 through their own experience and relationships,
		 • there are many opportunities to develop a micro business for
			 youth,
		 • government programs effectively train and support youth
			entrepreneurship.
The responses to these are shown in Figure 25, with the last leaning
to false, the other two to true. These call attention to the special area
of government programs that is linked to education. In Canada there
is a model program that illustrates the opportunity to link scientific
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apprentice training with entrepreneurship training via a development
of a micro-business idea. This is the Shad Valley program operated
in summer for talented secondary students at a number of Canadian
universities with work in university labs coupled with an exercise to
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develop a model for a technical business. It has been very successful
and offers a rich vein of ideas for youth training.
Figure 25. Youth Preparation for Entrepreneurship.
Mode

Government
Support
Programs

Mean

Micro Business
Opportunity
Learn From
Experience
1

2

3

4

5
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Young adults are a leading group in Canadian entrepreneurship.
Eight propositions explore opinion about their situation. The mean of
opinion (2.3) does not see youth/young adults as blocked by conflict.
Nor are they seen to be more constrained (mean = 2.6) relative to
the general adult population. These seem consistent with the age
distribution of entrepreneurship (TEA) where the 25 – 34 age group
display higher TEA rates that of the US or any other G7 country.
They form the most active age group in Canada and are key drivers of
Canada’s overall high TEA rate. However young adults are not seen by
the experts to be as involved in entrepreneurship (mean = 2.6). This
balance of opinion is difficult to reconcile,
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7.12. OPEN-ENDED COMMENT:
CONSTRAINTS, FACILITATING FACTORS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS.
Finally, NES respondents were asked to provide open-ended comments
identifying constraints, facilitating factors and recommendations. A
wide variety of ideas emerged. Their richness cannot be represented
here, but the responses were coded as fitting one of fourteen topics and
the areas of concern can be recognized in the frequency of mention of
each of these topics.
Constraints most frequently concerned the topics of Education and
training, culture/social norms and access to finance. Interestingly,
Facilitating factors were most commonly found in government
programs, culture/social norms and education and training.
Recommendations were most frequently related to government
programs, culture/social norms and education and training. The
overlap between constraints and facilitating factors underlines the
multi-dimensional complexity of the framework conditions for
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entrepreneurship. This may also account for the splits of opinion often
seen above concerning a number of the proposition proposed. That
education and training and government programs both are high on
the list of recommendations underlines a concern for improvements in
these two central public policy areas that engage both the national and
provincial jurisdictions.

7.13. THE OVERALL RANKING OF FRAMEWORK
CONDITION THEMES
As a final note on expert opinion the mean scores for each of
the themes from Finance conditions to conditions for youth
entrepreneurship are given in rank order. The graph clearly illustrates
the overall trend, read clockwise, of decreasing confidence in Canada’s
entrepreneurship framework conditions averaged within each theme.
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Figure 26. Overall Ranking of Framework Themes
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It is clear that there is not a large variation among themes. Physical
infrastructure ranks highest followed immediately by Entrepreneurs’
social image. It is interesting that the second theme was the subject
of related open ended comments on both constraining factors and
facilitating factors. At the low end “Abilities and knowledge to start
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up” did not figure in open ended comment, but education and training
did, again both as constraining and facilitating factors. The ‘take home’
message seems to be that experts regard the framework conditions as
complex assemblages of specifics.  
The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) calls special
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8. Canada the US
and Mexico: NAFTA

attention to the economic relationships among Canada, the US and
Mexico. The GEM teams from Canada, Mexico and the US developed
a special block of APS questions to evaluate the role of early stage
entrepreneurs in this tripartite relationship. Figure 26 and Table
4 report the connections of Canadian early stage entrepreneurs to
the US and Mexican markets. The table shows that expectations of
nascent entrepreneurs’ start-ups and the new firms are that 20% to
25% of exports will be directed to the US. This figure is consistent with
the overall focus of Canadian exports on the US. In contrast, Mexico
provides the market for only about one percent of exports. Similar
results have been reported by the Mexican and US teams.
Table 4. NAFTA share of exports by
Canadian nascent entrepreneurs and new firms
	US nascent	US new
MEX nascent
		
business		

MEX new
business

% of total export

0.9

25.4

19.5

1.3
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Figure 27. The Distribution of Inputs to the Canadian
Nascent Entrepreneurs and New Firms.
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Overall about three percent of inputs are resourced form each country,
but the character of the inputs is quite different. Inputs from Mexico
are almost exclusively goods for resale. Mexican art and crafts and food
items come immediately to mind. In contrast, goods for resale account
for only about one third of US inputs. Parts and components follow and
large items and services are measurable. There is a clear opportunity to
diversify the trade relationship.
There is a consistent problem in measuring bilateral Canada-Mexico
trade. Virtually all two-way trade between the two countries takes place
through the United States.  Thus Canada-US trade figures may well
contain a component of trade items destined for Mexico, but which
are reported as exported to the US. Similarly, Mexican exports to
Canada are similarly hidden in their exports to the US. Entrepreneurs
doing business in support of these flows will not classify the Mexican
component as export.
A further problem in interpretation of these data is that the small and
growing firms may be doing business with suppliers or customers
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who then deal with Mexico. For example, the large North American
car manufacturers have substantial flows of parts and finished
subassemblies within the NAFTA region as does Bombardier, the
Canadian aerospace multinational that has plants in all three nations,
which transfer subsystems around the continent before they come
for final assembly and installation. Thus, the trade with Mexico may
be ‘hidden’ from the entrepreneurs who do their direct business with
Canadian firms.
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9. Conclusions and
implications

9.1. CULTURE
As the APS shows clearly, the overall climate for entrepreneurship
in Canada is healthy. The general public regards entrepreneurship
as a good career and respects success in it. Perceptions of media
attention stand out. Fear of failure is a barrier to fewer Canadians
than to populations of many other countries. Those with intent
toward entrepreneurship in the next three years are over 17% of the
population.
Expert opinion from the NES finds the culture supportive and this is in
agreement with the EY entrepreneurship barometer9 that finds Canada
among the top quartile of G20 counties. The exception is the moderate
scepticism that the NES found with respect to the proposition:
“Canadian culture encourages entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial
risk taking”.

9.2 ACTIVITY
Canada is at the top of the innovative economies in early stage activity
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and the age distribution peaks in the young adult, 25 – 34, age group,
with youth (18 – 24) participation exceeding peers, except for the US.
Still, expert opinion of the educational system finds major gaps

9.3 FINANCE
An encouraging result in the population survey is that informal
financing of entrepreneurs in Canada leads the G7 group. Still, the
expert panel did not find any area of finance focused on the early stage
entrepreneur as satisfactory. The area remains, as it is in most places,
a problem. The encouraging sign is good participation in comparison
to peers of informal investor activity. The EY barometer9 finds start-up
funding above the G20 average and that panel, as have others, focused
on the weakness of the banking system role. Cost of start-up is low by
G20 standards. World Bank figures (quoted in ref. 9) show that the
administrative cost of starting a business in Canada has dropped by a
factor of two since 2005.
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9.4. GOVERNMENT POLICY
In Canada, government policy questions must address Federal and
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Provincial levels, plus Municipal as well. The NES panel opinions
reported in Chapter 7 are based on a national survey. Seven provinces
were also studied as regional units. The NES surveys in these regional
studies better reflect the provincial scene. Inspection of average
scores on government policy questions in the seven provinces reveals
that Government policy is regarded more favourably in Ontario and
Quebec than across the reset of the country. The average of the national
NES survey lies about 0.05 below the average of the seven provincial
results. However, it is below 2.8 tending to suggest that the positively
phrased propositions were “partially false”. There is no disagreement
that there is room for substantial improvements in policy oriented
toward entrepreneurship. Canadian governments at both federal and
provincial levels seem to articulate the importance of small firms,
especially those with growth potential. However, programs are judged
to lack sufficiently specific priority for small growth firms.
54

Procurement is one of a government’s main functions. The example of
the United States illustrates how federal procurement has stimulated
development of a wide range of firms based on novel technologies.
Little of this is seen in Canada. Our health care system, as one of
the governments’ largest, activities offers a clear illustration of the
problem. Procurement is commonly large scale and governed by
complex policies. Consequently, access is difficult for all but large
and diversified firms.  This challenges such firms as medical device
innovators and health system software developers. The emergence
of collaboration of regional health systems with local innovators is a
good example of the type of procurement initiative deserving strong
encouragement.  Where it is happening it is recognized as difficult.
A second major government role is regulation. Although officials
responsible for administering programs that new firms must address
are rated as reasonably competent and effective, it is often true that
a firm must address several agencies for basic services and those are
not regularly delivered promptly. At both federal and provincial levels
governments have articulated ‘red tape reduction’ strategies and these
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are a positive sign. Again a focus on specific needs of innovative small
and growing firms is needed.   National expert opinion was split on the
appropriateness of tax burden. This has much to do with provincial
differences that can be related to provincial tax regimes. The responses
were more favourable in Alberta, British Columbia, Saskatchewan and
Ontario. Less favourable comments came from Quebec, Newfoundland,
and Manitoba. There was no clear call for action on taxation. (It might
be worth noting that several studies of location decision by innovative
new firms show that taxation is very much a secondary factor in choice

Experts identify a fairly
adequate number of
government programs to
support new and growing
firms and an adequate
presence of incubators and

of location (fifth out of five in the 2009 study of MIT entrepreneurs15).
Availability of talent is much more important.)
A third major government function is subsidy. Experts identify a
fairly adequate number of government programs to support new and
growing firms and an adequate presence of incubators and similar
opportunities.

similar opportunities.

9.5. EDUCATION
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Canadian education systems, from the earliest levels, are suitably
creativity oriented, but lacking in specific basic economic education
and introduction to entrepreneurship itself. Encouragement to
entrepreneurship education is a recognized need. However, it is
important to realize the overall goals of public policy: jobs, growth,
sustainability and quality of life. Entrepreneurship education must
orient attitudes toward ‘productive entrepreneurship’ (Baumol) and
innovation. As Shane14 has shown, the simple act of entrepreneurship
does not always support growth or jobs. For example, a second
consumer services business in the neighbourhood of a successful one
can split a limited market and lead to failure of both. Moreover, a great
deal of entrepreneurship is what is called ‘intrapreneurship’ within
established firms and social entrepreneurship is critical for quality
of life and sustainability. Thus, the goal for education is fostering an
entrepreneurial attitude supporting productive entrepreneurship
whether in founding innovative firms, engaging in social
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entrepreneurship or the entrepreneurial recognition of innovative
opportunities in employment contexts and cultivating skills to develop

9. Conclusions and
implications

them. At the post-secondary level this recommends interdisciplinary
initiatives.

9.6. INNOVATION
A key document on innovation in Canada was published in 201318 by
the Ottawa based Institute for Science and Public Policy. Developed
by a group led by Richard Hawkins, it was circulated for endorsement
by the majority of leading innovation scholars in Canada. It argues for
uniquely Canadian innovation policy noting:
		

“We should remember Canada’s great achievements as an

		

innovative society. Canada became an agricultural superpower

		

out of soil that Captain Palliser concluded would never grow

		

anything. The streets of Quebec gave birth to the Cirque du

		

Soleil, making Canada, of all places, the hub of a global multi-

		

billion dollar circus arts industry. The humble snowmobile gave

		

rise to one of the largest civil aviation and public transport

		

clusters in the world. Canada is one of the world’s largest

		

exporters of English and French language media content. It has

		

a thriving biotech sector. It manufactures oils out of [both] sand

		

and seeds.”
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The document reminds us that innovation is not by any means
technology dominated. It also point out the merits of policy focus on
Canada’s geopolitical-economic ecosystem. This should favour policy
attention to initiatives that are ‘sticky’ to the environment and not
simply the internationally ‘hottest’ areas.
What indications do the 2013 GEM surveys offer? First, the sector
structure of Canada’s early stage entrepreneurship suggests a
favourable distribution of interests. Canada is slightly above all G7
countries except Italy in transformative sector focus and strikingly
high in business oriented services, which recent innovation literature
has identified as rich in innovative opportunity for knowledge
intensive services. Moreover, the area where counterproductive
entrepreneurship13.is most likely to arise, consumer oriented
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9. Conclusions and
implications

services, is low as a share in Canada. Data on use of new technology
shows strikingly higher rates for early stage entrepreneurs than for
established businesses. Finally, Canada shares the lead with the US in
five year job growth aspirations and businesses offering a new product.
The experts (NES) are fairly positive about interest of Canadian firms
in innovation and more confident Canadian consumers welcome new
products. They do express more concern about the willingness of
Canadian firms to experiment with new technologies and new ways
of doing business. Regrettably, there is concern that larger Canadian
businesses are not open to procurement from smaller innovative firms.
This parallels the concern about government use of procurement to
promote innovation.

9.7. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Basic R&D is strong as the Council of Canadian Academies study, The
State of Science and Technology in Canada19, shows.
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With less than 0.5 per cent of the world’s population, Canada

		

produces 4.1 per cent of the world’s research papers and nearly 5

		

per cent of the world’s most frequently cited papers

However, Industry Canada’s Science Technology and Innovation
Council20 takes a more pessimistic view suggesting Canada is ‘treading
water’ with major concerns for business performance of Research and
Development (BERD) as a share of GDP and business investment in
Information and Communications Technologies. The NES experts are
aware of both of these views and generally give a consistent appraisal
of the entrepreneurial situation. Their main points would recommend
action to make science and technology knowledge more readily
available to small growth firms.
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THECIS (The Centre for Innovation Studies) is a not for profit
organization devoted to study and promotion of innovation. Based
in Calgary, Alberta, and Incorporated in 2001, it operates through a
network of 35-40 THECIS Fellows.
THECIS has three core functions – research, networking and
education.
• Research. Creating new knowledge and building insights into
			 how the innovation systems functions and policies that can
			 improve it.
• Networking. Providing opportunities for exchange of ideas
			 through breakfast meetings, workshops and conferences.
• Education. Dissemination of information through Newsletters,
			 events and other informal education activities, particularly for
			 graduate students.
For more information about THECIS go to www.thecis.ca
The Centre for Innovation Studies (THECIS)
#125, Alastair Ross Technology Centre
3553 31 Street NW
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2L 2K7
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More information
For more information on the GEM Canada 2013 report, please contact
Peter Josty, p.josty@thecis.ca
For more information on the GEM global reports and on GEM,
please contact the GEM Executive Director, Mike Herrington, at
MHerrington@gemconsortium.org
The 2013 GEM Canada report is available at www.gemcanada.org
The 2013 GEM Global report is available at
www.gemconsortium.org
Although GEM data were used in the preparation of this report, their
interpretation and use are the sole responsibility of the authors and the
GEM Canada team.
In addition to the 2013 GEM Canada report, there will be provincial
reports available for BC, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario,
Quebec and Newfoundland. These will all be available at
www.gemcanada.org in due course.
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THECIS is a not for profit research company that specializes in
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research projects for clients relating to innovation; it organizes events
such as breakfast meetings, workshops and conferences, to promote
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networking in the innovation community; and it educates graduate
students in science, engineering in medicine about the fundamentals
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diversified career in the chemical industry in Canada.
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